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Abstract
Pattern generation inspired from different elements abstracted with a rule system
to define parameters to form parametric architecture is a popular trend.
Architecture and dance are creative fields that are primarily linked as they deal
with 3 dimensional spaces. They are based on the movements of the user in space
over time. Though the relationship between dance and architecture has been
explored, the idea to abstract Indian classical dance forms to generate patterns
for architectural design has scope for exploration. This study aims at a
establishing a process to abstract movements of bharathanatyam to generate
pattern iterations for architectural interpretation. The process uses a set of
defined parameters which deduce the values from the movements of
bharathanatyam. These values are converted into codes on which a rule system is
applied to generate iterations of different patterns. These patterns become useful
to be used for architectural design interpretations. The process is tested with the
alarippu, which is a traditional piece of bharathanatyam repertoire. The results
reveal the success of this process and this can be applied to generate architectural
designs for any building or site plan.
Keywords: Generative Design, Parametric Architecture, Shape Grammar,
Pattern Generation, Dance and Architecture

1. Introduction
Bharatanatyam is a highly disciplined and codified and schematized Indian
classical dance with set of rules for Natya (facial expressions), Nritta (beats),
Nrityam (both facial expressions and beats). Bharatanatyam is learned to become
culturally grounded not only in India also in the Asian sub continents.
Patterns can be generated from art forms like dance which is closely related to
architecture. The art forms of dance and architecture share a special relatio nship,
both deals with 3 dimensional spaces. Dance defines space over time; the dancer
relate to a 3-dimensional space around herself, by the movements and postures.
Architectural space is structured by the activity of the user. Architecture defines
space through its building; the spatial structure updates the movement of the user
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through the spaces over time. Dance like architecture is also an exploration and
visualisation of spatial form.
Dance in architecture have been interpreted by many authors. The influence of
dance in architecture has been seen by Retna Ayu Puspatarini through The Concept
of Being-in-the-world which helps in understanding the exploration of architecture
in exploring interaction between building and its user. (Retna Ayu Puspatarini 20 14)
Movement, space, and time are the three most salient properties shared by Dance
and Architecture. All three elements are inseparable and must be present for dance
and architecture to exist. (Emily Rai-Pi Huang 1991)
MOVEMENT: Movement defines space in dance. Movement manifests the
experience of spatial qualities in architecture.
SPACE: Space in dance is perceived in this way: The human body brings space
into life and dance into being. Choreography and the choreographic placement of
dancers' bodies create the space in which dance is performed. The empty space
between each dancer is as important as the space each dancer's body occupies. In the
words of the famous choreographer George Balanchine, "Space is everything."
Architecture designed through space, frees the building from recognized
considerations. It is through the negative element, the space, that the architectonic
form becomes meaningful and defined. The spatial experience in architecture is
what determines and allows for human interactions. The characteristic of spaces
define the parameters for moment of spaces in social relationships. Meaning of
space can only be determined and experienced through human sensors of sight,
touch, smell, hearing, and movement.
TIME: Time in dance is seen through rhythm. Time in dance gives a sense of
order to the movement. Dance may be momentary at the time of performance, but it
is through its process of making the whole performance which makes it time
dependent. Dance becomes a form of experience and memory through time. Time
allows for spatial qualities, growth and development in architecture. It establishes
history and deposits memories in the site with time. The two art forms already share
a common link between them.

2. Literature Review
There have been attempts to derive design elements in buildings from dance
through series of abstractions to convert it into architecture. The Stevie Eller Dance
theatre is a metaphorical representation of the ballet choreography ‘Serenade’ by
George Balanchine, who was an American ballet choreographer and a co- founder of
the School of American Ballet and the New York City Ballet. The Gould Evans
design team represented Balanchine’s Choreography by studying Labanotation,
which is a system of graphic representation of dance through notations.
Karen Susana Kim has used a pirouette as a design catalyst for the building of an
extension for the Hyde Addison Elementary School. Here different elements of the
pirouette like the hand movements, leg movements, and skirt have been abstracted
to derive patterns which are interpreted for different building elements in
architecture. (Karen Susana Kim 2017)
Abstraction of dance movements has been approached by different methods by
different authors. Martha Graham was an American dancer and choreographer
whose has had immense influence on dance. She came up with movements that were
the expressive quality of the human body. Graham technique involved the use of
breathe – contraction and release, flooring, conceptual use of the movements. One
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such abstraction of her productions was lamentation 1930, where the movements
were separated and the points in space were marked is shown in figure 1.

Figure 1 Abstraction of Lamentation
Source: Sukriti Jain, 2016
Marey and Muybridge have had different approaches to abstraction of dance
forms. Marey form of abstraction focuses on the continuous animation of
movement. Muybridge focuses only on the exact position of the movements. These
abstractions can be differently interpreted to derive designs from them. (Karen
Susana Kim 2017)

Figure 2 Marey and Muybridge Methods
Source: Karen Susana Kim 2017
Though the idea of pattern generation abstracted from dance forms is a familiar
idea it has not been completely exploited in the design of buildings completely. So
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far attempts have been made to develop designs from western dance forms but
Indian dance forms also have a strong connect with architecture. Therefore
abstracting Indian dance forms to derive architecture also becomes a potential area
for exploration.

3. Aim of the Study
This research aims at tapping the link between Bharathanatyam (an Indian
classical dance form) and architecture to create a design process by abstracting the
dance movements to define a rule system to generate a pattern which can be
interpreted for an architectural design.

4. Methodology
A shape grammar is generative process, which provides a formal and conducive
framework to rapidly produce designs within a limited style (Chakrabarti et
al. 2011). For the purpose of this research, a process to abstract movements of
bharathanatyam to generate pattern iterations for architectural interpretation was
applied. The process uses a set of defined parameters which deduce the values from
the movements of bharathanatyam. These values are converted into a rule system to
generate iterations of different patterns.
Bharathanatyam is chosen for abstraction. A set of parameters defined based on
the characteristics of bharathanatyam are applied on it and values are deduced.
These values are converted into a code which is used for pattern generation. A
defined rule system is used to generate different iterations of the pattern from which
one can be chosen for design interpretation.

Figure 3 Methodology
Source: Author

5. Study
For more than hundreds of years dance has been believed as an aesthetic
experience, an entertaining work of art, and a vehicle for gratification. History also
demonstrates that in addition to its aesthetic appeal, dance (synchronized
kinaesthetic art) has been highly used as a utilitarian form for treating depression
and stress, particularly in other areas such as psychology, counselling, and medicine
(Chodorow, 2013; Bracilovic, 2009; Meekums, 2015). Dance has been used as a
beneficial medium to teach basic geometric shapes to young children (Kalpana,
2015)
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Bharatnatyam is orchestrated body movements that are synchronized to Carnatic
music. This is more than coordinated and stylized movements. It is a semiotic
medium, which incorporates schematized body movement. The term, Bharatanatyam
is a compound word from the Sanskrit language meaning: bha /expression+
ra/music+ tha/rhythm+ and natya/dance) ((Kalpana, 2015).
Bharatnatyam is highly codified style of dance (Ramanath, 2009) originated in
the state of Tamil Nadu in South India in the 4 th century (Banerjee 2013; Sangeetha
and Ragothaman, 2014). This is a semiotic medium, which is more than coordinated
and stylized movements, orchestrated to tell stories that are synchronized to music
particularly another traditional form called Carnatic music.
Parametric architecture with pattern generation inspired from different elements
has been a trend in present times. These pattern representations are based on the
relationships between objects controlled by variables. The parametric model then
forms a part of the design process where the variables are changed and the result
examined in order to find better design solutions. Multiple design outputs are
generated in computational theory using a rule based expert system in artificial
intelligence that generated geometric shapes. It consists of shape rules that are
processed recursively by a generation engine. This is referred to as shape grammar.
Shape grammars are one of the main generative design algorithms. They are
intended to assist the human designer to explore the design space more formally and
effectively (Singh and Gu 2011) as well as add to the traditional design philosophy
and methodology by enabling designers to systematically manipulate, engage with,
and interact with design (McCormack et al. 2004).

5.1 Abstraction of Bharatanatyam
As mentioned above – dance can be classified as movement space and time
(Emily Rai-Pi Huang 1991). So bharathanatyam is also classified the same and each
aspect is expanded below.
5.1.1 Movement: Bharathanatyam is a dance which is completely scripted in the
Natya Shastra. It is like the complete rule book for bharathanatyam. It has travelled
over generations and still remains preserved as an artform. So from the Natya
Shastra, the movements in bharathanatyam can be classified as
 Pada bedhas
– leg movements
 Hastha bedhas – hand movements
 Greeva bedhas – neck movements
 Drishti bedhas – eye movements
(6 pada bedhas and 52 hastha bedhas) it can be said that the major movements
for both are restricted to horizontal, vertical, and diagonal lines. Hence the
movement of the limbs become an important aspect.
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Figure 4 Abstracted Movements of the Limbs
Source: Author
5.1.2. Space: Bharathanatyam Space refers to how the body uses the stage or the
performance space around it. The major stances of the dancer in bharathanatyam are
the muzhumandi (full sit), aramandi (half sit), samapadham (standing). Hence the
height difference in the stances is an effective way of use of space.

Figure 5 Muzhumandi, Aramandi, Samapadam
Source: Author
5.1.3. Time: Bharathanatyam is always bound by a time cycle or thalam. There are
3 different aspects that determine the complete thalam – thalam, jathi, gathi.
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Thalam: refers to the time cycle and the structure of the thalam using
combinations of the angams (components) of thalam. There are totally 6
angams of thalam, and mainly laghu and dhrutham and anudrutham are
used. These angams mainly determine the usage of the hands and
fingers. For example, the laghu determines the counting of the fingers;
the dhrutham includes the flipping of the palm. There are totally 7 types
of thalam.



Jathi: the number of beats or aksharams within that time cycle or thalam.
For example the number of fingers that need to be counted for every
laghu. There are totally 5 jathis, hence a total combination of 7x5 = 35
thalams are possible.



Gathi: This refers to the number within every aksharam. There are
totally 5 gathis possible. Hence making a total of 175 possible thalams
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Figure 6 Thalam Chart
Source: www.nathalaya.co.uk/thaalam/classification
To understand this further, an example of chathusthra jathi eka thalam in
chathusra gathi. Here Chathusra jathi eka thalam is one laghu and has a total of 4
aksharams. Since it is in chathusra gathi, each aksharam has 4 beats – denoted as
TKDM. This is explained in figure 7.

Figure 7 Thalam Calculation
Source: Author
From this we see that the change in speed causes a change in the existing
framework of the thalam. Hence speed plays an important factor in thalam. So this
way it can be applied to every thalam possible.
5.2. Deducing Parameters
From the above understanding of Bharathanatyam as movement, space and time
in terms of - The movement of the limbs, the height difference in the stance of the
body and the thalam, the parameters for architecture can be deduced – namely:
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Height difference – stance of the body
Speed variations
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Figure 8 Parameters
Source: Author
5.3. Coding
From the existing parameters, any bharathanatyam piece can be abstracted. Once
it is abstracted it is important to convert it into logical data. Hence it is converted
into a code. Each parameter is substituted with a particular unit, and when this is
substituted completely for the entire piece, it becomes a complete code.

Figure 9 Coding the Parameters
Source: Author

5.4. Pattern Formation
Using the code, values are added to the parameters to convert it into a spatial
entity. i.e. substituting the coded language with some logical data or values to
convert it into a pattern.
This substitution can happen in different ways, depending upon the user or
designer. It can be through substitution of numerical values, shapes, patterns, lines,
blocks etc. The choice is completely left to the discretion of the user. But once the
values are determined, they need to be completely substituting the units in the code
to form a pattern.
Once this pattern is determined, different iterations can be created using the
values determined. There can be changes made to the values to create interesting
patterns. For this study we substitute the code with blocks. While using blocks there
can be different values given in terms of
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Shape of the block
Size of the block
Height of the block
Placement position

Figure 10 Grid Formation
Source: Author
Changing values in these categories will help to produce different iterations and
changes in the pattern generated. For example, the Chathusra jathi eka thalam in
chathusra gathi that was explained in the thalam section is taken as the base for
creating a grid from which the rules are deduced.
Using this grid the rules are formed to site the parameters accordingly in terms of
speed, height and movement. The corresponding sizes of the squares are chosen to
suite the movement. For example taking the code 1XiiA – then the corresponding
block will be the 40x40m sized horizontal cuboid with a height of 9m placed in
front or back of the previous block.
From this pattern generated, it can be converted into architecture. The
understanding into converting it into architecture depends on the analysis of the
user. From this 3d pattern, the spaces can be zoned; area requirements applied,
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standards applied will automatically chisel the required building out of the pattern
generated. This way parametric architecture can be generated.

6. Analysis
This process that is defined is validated by applying and analysing it on an
existing bharathanatyam item. The output of this process will help derive designs
from dance form hence validating the derived process.
For the purpose of analysis a popular example from the bharathanatyam repertoire
is taken. This is called an alarippu. The alarippu is the traditional first item in a
bharathanatyam repertoire. There are different interpretations of the alarippu. The
most popular one being, it is compared to the blossoming of a flower, where the
movements flourish from the eyes to the neck to the limbs and then the whole body.
It has geometrical lines in the choreography expressing the true essence of dance.
The alarippu is designed with completely pure dancing set to a particular thalam.
There are different alarippus based on the thalam time cycle, but the overall
structure of the alarippu remains the same. For this study we take the chathusra
alarippu following chathusra jathi aadhi thalam, having a time cycle of 8 beat which
is just twice (4x2=8) the example explained in the study earlier. Hence the same
grid is retained and rules are defined.

Figure 11 Movements of the Alarippu
Source: Author
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Figure 12 Abstracting Parameters
Source: Author

Figure 13 Abstracting Parameters
Source: Author
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Figure 14 Coding the Alarippu
Source: Author

Figure 15 Alarippu Code and Rule System
Source: Author
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Figure 16 Rule Chart
Source: Author

Figure 17 Generated Output 1
Source: Author
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Figure 18 Generated Output 2
Source: Author

Figure 19 Generated Output 3
Source: Author

7. Result
The analysis of the alarippu shows the process of abstraction of the dance form,
highlighting every aspect of the parameters in the movements. Codifying the
alarippu makes it easier for rule application. The defined rules are applied based on
the code and the process leads the successful generation of the iterations of the
pattern. The analysis proves that the process is successful in generating patterns
with multiple iterations.

8. Conclusion
Therefore the objective of this study to link bharathanatyam (an Indian classical
dance form) and architecture to create a design process by abstracting the dance
movements to define a rule system to generate a pattern which can be interpreted for
an architectural design is achieved. This process of generative design can be applied
to any piece of bharathanatyam to generate many iterations.
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This process can be further explored by modifying the rule system and
substituting the codes with different patterns. This would result in a variety of
designs.
This study gives one approach to abstracting bharathanatyam to develop a
parametric design. Using this understanding multiple approaches can be formulated
and explored to create interesting architectural designs.
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